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'Monsters, Inc.* is good, scary fun
By Anne Navarro
Catholic News Service

NEW YORK (CNS) - Revealing the
truth behind those things that go bump in
the night, Disney presents the delightful
animated comedy "Monsters, Inc."
Once again Pixar Animation Studios,
which brought us "Toy Story" and "A Bug's
Life," wows viewers with splendid, top-rate
animation. Turning on the clever idea of
monsters as working stiffs who scare litde
kidsjust for a living, the adventure is amusing and witty, but fails to take full advantage of its own concept. And though it
doesn't soar to the charming and captivating heights of "Shrek" (some moviegoers
may even find it comes up short against
Pixar's own prize, "Toy Story"), it is still an
imaginative, funny treat as the holiday
movie season kicks off.
The story centers around die team of
Sulley (voiced by John Goodman) and
Mike (voiced by Billy Crystal), the top
"scarer" and "scare assistant" in Monstropolis, a city powered by the screams of

little children frightened by professional
monsters. A homed giant with green and
purple-spotted fur, Sulley is actually a
pussycat who is encouraged, prodded and

provoked by his feisty best friend Mike, a
green, opinionated one-eyed motormouth
who hopes to break the "scare record."
Their only rival is slimy Randall (voiced by
Steve Buscemi), a many-armed purple
lizard who can instandy become invisible.
The film has great fun setting out the
lay of die land. Monstropolis is a busding
city where monsters of every shape and
size report daily to the Monsters, Inc. factory to scare litde kids. Portable doors magically provide access to children's bedrooms and die resulting scream is bottled
in airtight capsules that provide die energy source for die whole city.
Yet, however fearsome they can be when
scaring up energy, monsters are terribly
afraid of coming into contact widi humans.
In fact die city has dedicated an entire department, die Child Detection Agency,
staffed by emergency personnel sealed in
yellow rubber suits to handle such intruders. So Sulley is understandably worried
when he accidentally lets a tiny girl named
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The rest of the film is a hide-and-seek adventure interrupted occasionally by the
dastardly machinations of Randall.
Unfortunately, the deficiencies in the
premise's development are only minimally masked by die creatively drawn characters and witty joking. The cat-and-mouse
game played by Sulley and Mike to hide
Boo from die rest of Monstropolis all too
quickly becomes tiresome, witii even Boo's
endearing Teletubby-speak wearing thin.
Goodman and Crystal deliver die expected comedic banter with expert timing

In "Spirituality®Work" author Gregory F. A. Pierce defines the

spirituality of work as "a disciplined attempt to alip ourselves
and our environment with God and to incarnate God's spirit in the
world through all the effort we exert to make the world a better
place, a litde closer to the way God would have things."

recording the dialogue. Inventive supporting characters - such as Mike's snakehaired receptionist girlfriend Celia, voiced
by Jennifer Tilly, James Coburn's crablike

factory owner and die cranky office manager Roz, voiced by Bob Peterson - are engaging in tiieir roles.
Younger ones may be scared at times,
but in an'unduly direatening way.
Even when the narrative slows a bit,
crisp dialogue and sprighdy characters in
"Monsters, Inc." keep the audience's attention.
The U.S. Conference of Catiiolic Bishops classification is A-I — general patronage. The Motion Picture Association of
America rating is G — general audiences.

The Life and Times of Fulton J. Sheen
by Thomas Reeves
"Reeves provides a spell-binding
examination of a pivotal period of
American history and a penetrating
analysis of the personal spirituality
of one of the most influential
Catholics of our era."
- SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS-NEWS

"It is an outstanding book that will
appeal to fans of George Weigel's
"Witness to Hope; The Biography of
Pope John Paul IF and anybody else
attracted to this fascinating figure.''
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throwing his whole body into it while
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and panache. Crystal's vocal range is
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dangerous, Sulley and Mike protect die pigtailed Boo, even growing quite fond of her.
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Boo (voiced by Mary Gibbs) slip into die
monster world.
Knowing what will happen to her1 if Boo
is caught, and quickly discovering that contact with the pint-sized tyke is not really
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Monsters Mike Wazowski (left) and James P. "Sully" Sullivan run a scare factory in the city of MonstropollsJn the animated film "Monsters, inc."
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$25.95,463 pages, cloth
FULTON J. SHEEN, THE LEADING AMERICAN CATHOUC OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, became

familiar to a generation of Americans as the radiant figure in full Bishop's robes who
held the nation spellbound during the 1950s on his television show, Life Is Worth
living, which was carried on 113 television and 300 radio stations reaching an
audience of 30 million.
Sheen was the Church's chief evangelist as well as its most charismatic presence.
Among his thousands of converts were celebrities such as Clare Booth Luce and Henry
Ford II, and former communists Louis Budenz and Elizabeth Bentley. Thomas Reeves
discusses these conversions and Sheen's close friendship with J. Edgar Hoover. He also

explores, for thefirsttime, the struggle between Sheen and his chiefrival,Francis
Cardinal Spellman—a battle of ecclesiastical titans that led all the way to the Pope and
to Sheen's final humiliation and exile.
As die Catholic Digest notes, Reeves has "an ear for the
telling anecdote [about a man] who recognized and regretted
his flaws: pride, vanity, and a fondness for comfort" and who
never stopped yearning for transcendence.
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